UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

UNITED STEEL, PAPER AND
FORESTRY, RUBBER,
MANUFACTURING, ENERGY,
ALLIED-INDUSTRIAL AND SERVICE
WORKERS LOCAL 4-5025,

)
)
)
)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
E.I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS AND
)
COMPANY,
)
)
Defendant.
)
___________________________________ )

No. 07-CV-0122 S(F)

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO STAY ALL
PROCEEDINGS
This case concerns the arbitrability of a grievance filed by Plaintiff United Steel, Paper
and Forestry, Rubber, Manufacturing, Energy, Allied-Industrial and Service Workers Local 45025 (“Local 4-5025”) under the collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”) in effect between
Local 4-5025 and E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company (“DuPont” or the “Company”) at
DuPont’s Niagara Falls, New York plant. Local 4-5025 filed a grievance in September 2006
alleging that unilateral changes DuPont had announced to the benefits provided through its
pension and welfare plans violated the parties’ CBA. DuPont refused to submit the grievance to
arbitration, despite the existence of a broad arbitration clause in the CBA. See Exh. D to
Complaint. Local 4-5025, through counsel for the International Union with which it is affiliated
– the United Steel, Paper and Forestry, Rubber, Manufacturing, Energy, Allied-Industrial and
Service Workers International Union (“the USW”) – informed DuPont by letter dated February

8, 2007 that legal action would be taken to compel arbitration if DuPont did not, within ten days,
agree to arbitrate grievances filed by two USW-affiliated Local Unions, in New Jersey and
Delaware, challenging DuPont’s benefit reductions as violating those Local Unions’ CBAs. See
Exhs. F & G to Complaint. Just ten days after the period set forth in those demand letters
expired, DuPont brought a declaratory judgment action in the Eastern District of Virginia against
the USW seeking a declaration as to the arbitrability of the grievance filed by Local 4-5025, as
well as the grievances filed by the Delaware and New Jersey Local Unions. Two days later,
Local 4-5025 filed this action to compel arbitration in the Western District of New York, where
Local 4-5025 had filed its grievance and where Local 4-5025, its members, and the Niagara Falls
plant all are located.
DuPont now asks this Court to stay this action in favor of the anticipatory declaratory
judgment action it filed in the Eastern District of Virginia, hundreds of miles away from the
Niagara Falls plant – an action to which Local 4-5025 is not even a party. DuPont invokes the
“first-filed” rule, but that rule is inapplicable here, because Local 4-5025 is not a party to
DuPont’s Virginia suit. In any case, even if Local 4-5025 were a party to the Virginia action, it
would be proper for this Court to allow this case to proceed, because (i) a stay of a “later-filed”
action is not warranted where, as here, that action was filed only days after the “first-filed” suit;
(ii) DuPont’s Virginia action is an improper “preemptive strike” brought to deprive Local 45025, the natural plaintiff, of the ability to frame the issues and choose the forum for its claims;
and (iii) the balance of convenience favors this forum.
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Background
DuPont’s employees in Niagara Falls, New York, are covered by a CBA between DuPont
and Local 4-5025. On September 6, 2006, Local 4-5025 filed a grievance alleging that unilateral
changes in various benefit programs that were announced by DuPont in August 2006 were in
violation of provisions in the CBA prohibiting such modifications.1 The grievance alleges
violations only of the CBA, not of ERISA or of the DuPont benefit plans themselves.2
Also in August-September of 2006, USW-affiliated Local Unions in New Jersey and
Delaware filed their own grievances against DuPont, alleging that DuPont’s benefit cuts violated
their own CBAs with DuPont.
In early September 2006, a USW representative wrote to DuPont expressing concern that
DuPont’s unilateral benefit cuts violated the various USW-affiliated Local Unions’ CBAs, and
proposing the scheduling of a “joint meeting, including the International Union and all affected
Local Unions” to discuss the matter. See Declaration of James Briggs (“Briggs Decl.”) (Exh. A
to this Opposition) ¶ 8 and Exh. 1 thereto. Taking a position in marked contrast to its current
allegation that it is engaged in a “nation-wide” dispute with labor unions over its benefit changes,
see Memorandum in Support of Defendant E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Company’s Motion to

1

Contrary to DuPont’s claim, see Memorandum in Support of Defendant E.I. DuPont de
Nemours & Company’s Motion to Stay All Proceedings at 3, the USW did not file any
grievances against DuPont; Local 4-5025’s grievance, and those filed by other USW Local
Unions, were brought by the Local Unions alone. See Grievance, Exh. C to Complaint;
Declaration of James Briggs (Exh. A to this Opposition) ¶ 5.
2

DuPont’s statement that the USW Local Unions’ grievances “raise similar ERISA benefit
eligibility issues” is incorrect, and appears to be an attempt to draw the Court’s attention away
from the fact that each Local Union’s grievance actually alleges solely a violation of that Local
Union’s CBA, not a violation of ERISA or of any ERISA plan. Compare Memorandum in
Support of Defendant E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Company’s Motion to Stay All Proceedings at
4 with Exh. C to Complaint.
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Stay All Proceedings (“DuPont Stay Memo”) at 1, DuPont rejected the USW’s proposal on the
ground that the disputes were “local” ones:
Our philosophy remains that union-management issues are local. Therefore, we believe
they are best dealt with by knowledgeable union and management people at the local
level.

Briggs Decl. ¶ 9 and Exh. 2 thereto (emphasis added).
In a letter sent to the President of Local 4-5025 on January 26, 2007, DuPont refused to
arbitrate Local 4-5025’s grievance. See Exh. D to Complaint. DuPont also refused to arbitrate
the separate grievances filed by the USW-affiliated Local Unions in Delaware and New Jersey.
On February 8, 2007, Richard Brean, the International Union’s Senior Associate General
Counsel, to whom DuPont’s letters to the Local Union presidents had been referred for reply,
informed DuPont that legal action would be initiated to compel arbitration of the New Jersey and
Delaware grievances unless DuPont provided written notice within ten days that it would resume
processing the grievances under the CBAs. See Exhs. F & G to Complaint. Mr. Brean’s letters
also stated that the Unions would “seek to recover their attorney’s fees if DuPont files a
declaratory judgment in an unlawful effort to thwart the exercise of our federally protected right
to process and arbitrate grievances.” Id.3
After receiving notice that suits against it were imminent, and notwithstanding its
previously-stated position that disputes over the respective Local Union grievances were “local”
matters, on February 28 DuPont filed a declaratory judgment action against the USW in the
Eastern District of Virginia, seeking to block arbitration of the grievances filed by Local 4-5025
and by the New Jersey and Delaware Local Unions. See E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co. v.
3

Although the USW’s February 8 letters did not refer to Local 4-5025’s grievance specifically,
DuPont understood the letters to indicate that suits would be filed to compel arbitration of all
three grievances. See DuPont Stay Memo at 4.
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United Steel, Paper & Forestry, Rubber, Mfg., Energy, Allied-Industrial and Serv. Workers Int’l
Union, No. 3:07-cv-0103-HEH (E.D.Va. filed Feb. 28, 2007) (the “Virginia action”). DuPont’s
Virginia action was filed only twenty days DuPont had received notice that suits against it were
imminent, and only ten days after the response period set forth in Mr. Brean’s letters had
expired.
DuPont’s Virginia action does not name Local 4-5025 or the other two Local Unions as
parties. Rather, only the USW has been sued; and DuPont has not disputed the fact that the
Virginia court lacks personal jurisdiction over Local 4-5025 and the Delaware and New Jersey
Local Unions. DuPont alleges that it chose Virginia as the forum for its action because DuPont
previously had brought suit there against the Ampthill Rayon Workers Union (“ARWI”) – an
entirely separate and independent union which is not affiliated with the USW or Local 4-5025,
and which, unlike Local 4-5025, does represent DuPont workers in Virginia.
Two days after DuPont’s Virginia action was filed, on March 2, 2007, Local 4-5025 filed
the instant suit to compel arbitration of its grievance.4 The USW Local Unions in Delaware and
New Jersey also filed suits to compel arbitration within hours or days after DuPont filed the
Virginia action. These suits were filed in the District of Delaware and the District of New
Jersey, respectively.
The USW has moved to dismiss DuPont’s Virginia action on several grounds including,
inter alia, that DuPont’s suit is an improper anticipatory declaratory judgment action and that the
Local Unions are indispensable parties who cannot be joined in Virginia. See Defendant’s Brief
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DuPont states that “[m]ore than 5 weeks before this action was filed, DuPont filed suit to
resolve a nation-wide dispute between DuPont and labor unions representing DuPont employees
at DuPont facilities in five states.” DuPont Stay Memo at 1. However, the action DuPont filed
five weeks before this action was filed did not involve the USW-affiliated Local Unions or the
USW at all – rather, it is a separate declaratory judgment action filed only against ARWI.
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in Support of Motion to Dismiss and Defendant’s Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss (Exhs.
B and C attached to this Opposition). Argument on the USW’s motion to dismiss, and on a
motion by DuPont to consolidate its Virginia action against the USW with the ARWI action, is
scheduled for June 7.
If the USW’s motion to dismiss the Virginia suit is granted, DuPont’s Motion to Stay All
Proceedings in this case will be moot. But even if the motion to dismiss is not granted, DuPont’s
Motion to Stay should be denied, as we now show.

Argument
I.

THE “FIRST-FILED RULE” IS NOT APPLICABLE BECAUSE LOCAL 45025 IS NOT A PARTY TO THE VIRGINIA SUIT
The “first-filed rule” upon which DuPont’s Motion to Stay is premised simply does not

apply here, because Local 4-5025, the plaintiff in this case and the real party in interest to its
dispute with DuPont, is not a party to DuPont’s Virginia actions against the USW or ARWI and
will not be bound by the outcome of those cases.
The first-filed rule—the principle that, when parallel suits are pending in different
districts, the suit that was filed first should be given priority—comes into play when two suits
involve the same issues and the same parties. See Semmes Motors, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 429
F.2d 1197, 1203 (2d Cir. 1970); 800-Flowers v. Intercontinental Florist, Inc., 860 F. Supp. 128,
131 (S.D.N.Y. 1994). Because the plaintiff in this case is not a party to the Virginia action, the
first-filed rule does not apply.
The case of Abovepeer, Inc. v. Recording Industry Ass’n of America, 166 F. Supp. 2d
655 (N.D.N.Y. 2001), is instructive in this regard. Abovepeer, which operated Aimster, a filesharing service, sued the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) and certain
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individual recording companies in the Northern District of New York, seeking a declaration that
Aimster did not “violate the copyright of any member of RIAA.” About a month later, several
separate suits were filed against Abovepeer in the Southern District of New York by a number of
record companies, including some who were not parties to the N.D.N.Y. action. The court held
that the first-filed rule applied as to the recording companies that had been named in the
N.D.N.Y. action, but not as to the companies who were not parties to the N.D.N.Y. action at the
time that the S.D.N.Y. actions were filed. The court held further that even if Abovepeer were
allowed to amend its complaint to add those additional parties, the amended complaint would not
relate back to the time of original filing, and consequently, Abovepeer’s suit was not a “firstfiled” action as to those additional parties, who were free to prosecute their own suits.
In thus holding the “first-filed” rule to be inapplicable to the companies not named as
parties in Abovepeer’s initial complaint, the Court noted that, although Abovepeer had cited a
few cases in which the first-filed rule was held to apply even though the parties were nonidentical, “none of the cases cited by Plaintiff involve a second-filed action brought by separate,
independent plaintiffs with separate rights.” Id. at 662 (collecting and distinguishing cases).5
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The cases DuPont cites in support of its assertion that the first-filed rule can apply even though
Local 4-5025 is absent from the Virginia litigation, see DuPont Stay Memo at 11, are
distinguishable for reasons similar to those given by the court in Abovepeer. In Regions Bank v.
Wieder & Mastroianni, P.C., 170 F. Supp. 2d 436 (S.D.N.Y. 2001), the court stayed a secondfiled suit against a party not present in the first-filed suit, where the dispute was essentially
between the parties to the first suit and might be completely resolved in the first-filed suit
without the presence of the other party, which was only a middleman to the transaction in
question and no longer had possession of the relevant funds. By contrast, Local 4-5025 is not a
middleman to a transaction between DuPont and the USW; instead, the conflict is between
DuPont and Local 4-5025, which filed a grievance against DuPont under the CBA to which it –
not the USW – is a party. The other case cited by DuPont, Fleet Capital Corp. v. Mullins, No. 03
CIV. 6660, 2004 WL 548240, at *4 n.5 (S.D.N.Y.) (Mar. 18, 2004), merely cites Regions Bank
in dictum for the proposition that there are circumstances in which the first-filed rule may apply
when two actions involve different parties. But the actual holding in Fleet Capital was that a
7

And the court explained that “privity” did not exist in Abovepeer “between the various record
companies,” because, “[a]lthough the issues between the parties will be similar, each record
company is a distinct party with its own rights.” Id.
As in Abovepeer, DuPont’s Virginia suits against the USW and ARWI cannot constitute
“first-filed” actions with respect to Local 4-5025, because Local 4-5025, which is not a party to
those actions, is a “distinct party with its own rights.” DuPont has not argued, and could not
reasonably argue, that “privity” exists between Local 4-5025 and the USW (much less between
Local 4-5025 and ARWI). Privity exists only where the non-party is “represented . . . by another
vested with the authority of representation,” such as when one party acts as a fiduciary or
organizational agent of the other, Stichting Ter Behartiging Van de Belangen Van
Oudaandeelhouders In Het Kapitaal Van Saybolt International B.V. (Found. of the S’holders’
Comm. Representing the Former S’holders of Saybolt Int’l B.V) v. Schreiber, 327 F.3d 173,
185 (2d Cir. 2003), or where the rights of the non-party are “derived from their association with”
a party to the litigation, United States v. Int’l Bhd. of Teamsters, 931 F.2d 177, 186 (2d Cir.
1991). Such circumstances are not present here. As noted, the grievance as to which Local 45025 seeks to compel arbitration was filed by the Local Union, not by the USW. Furthermore,
the authority to make decisions about the grievance, including not only whether to file a
grievance in the first instance, but also what positions to assert in the grievance, whether and
how to demand arbitration, and whether to settle, lies entirely with Local 4-5025, not with the
USW. See Briggs Decl. ¶¶ 4-6. Indeed, the CBA itself, which the grievance seeks to enforce, is
solely between DuPont and Local 4-5025; the USW is not a party to the CBA. See Briggs Decl.
¶ 3.

Texas suit was not the first-filed action with respect to Fleet, because Fleet was not named as a
party to the Texas suit until after Fleet had filed suit in New York.
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Thus, with respect to Local 4-5025’s grievance, the USW is not “vested with the
authority of representation,” Schreiber, 327 F.3d at 185, and Local 4-5025’s rights are not
“derived from [its] association with [the USW],” Teamsters, 931 F.2d at 186, but rather from
Local 4-5025’s own CBA with DuPont, to which the USW is not even a party. To be sure, the
USW does provide support and assistance to its Local Unions, including Local 4-5025, but this
does not mean that the USW has the same legal rights in this dispute as has Local 4-5025 – any
more than an attorney has the same rights as his clients, or stands in privity with a client, merely
because the attorney provides representation and assistance to the client and seeks to advance the
client’s interests. See Richards v. Jefferson County, Ala., 517 U.S. 793, 796 (1996) (nonparties
could not be bound by judgment even though their interests were “essentially identical” to those
of parties to case). Having declared that the USW should not even be permitted to participate in
a meeting with DuPont to discuss the Local Unions’ grievances because each grievance should
be resolved by the “union . . . people at the local level,” see supra at 4,6 DuPont cannot possibly
maintain that the Local Unions’ rights to arbitrate those grievances can properly be determined in
litigation where only the USW, and not the Local Unions, is a party.
Indeed, because Local 4-5025 is not a party to the Virginia action, it cannot be bound by
a judgment in that action. Consequently, staying this case could not further the cause of judicial
efficiency; it would only delay the day in court to which Local 4-5025 unquestionably is entitled.
For these reasons, the first-filed rule is not applicable here, and DuPont has no grounds
for a stay.

6

It should be noted that the letter from a USW representative to which DuPont was responding
did not suggest that the USW had any authority over the various Local Union’s grievances. The
requested meeting – unlike DuPont’s Virginia litigation – would have included representatives of
“all affected Local Unions.” Briggs Decl. Exh. 1.
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II.

EVEN IF THE PARTIES TO THIS CASE AND THE VIRGINIA CASE WERE
IDENTICAL, THIS ACTION SHOULD HAVE PRECEDENCE BECAUSE
THE CASES WERE FILED ONLY DAYS APART, DUPONT’S VIRGINIA
FILING IS AN IMPROPER ATTEMPT TO DENY LOCAL 4-5025 ITS RIGHT
TO CHOOSE THE FORUM IN WHICH TO LITIGATE ITS CLAIM
AGAINST DUPONT, AND THE BALANCE OF CONVENIENCE FAVORS
THIS FORUM
Even if Local 4-5025 were a party to the Virginia suit, a stay in this case would be

unwarranted for three reasons. First, the “first-filed” rule has little or no strength when, as here,
the two suits were filed only days apart. Second, by its Virginia suit DuPont has engaged in a
tactical maneuver that is regularly condemned by the courts: having been made aware that a suit
alleging violations of law was about to be filed against it, the prospective defendant rushed to file
a “preemptive” or “anticipatory” declaratory judgment action in the hope of depriving the natural
plaintiff of the ability to frame the issues and to choose the forum for its claim. Third, the
balance of convenience favors a New York forum over a Virginia forum hundreds of miles away
from Local 4-5025, its members, and the Niagara Falls plant. We will discuss these three points
in turn.
A. DuPont’s Virginia action against the USW was filed on February 28, 2007, and this
action was filed a mere two days later, on March 2, 2007.7 Courts in the Second Circuit are in
agreement that the first-filed rule “lack[s] significance” when, as here, the two actions were filed
7

DuPont’s brief also mentions the filing date of its action against ARWI, the independent
Virginia union unaffiliated with USW, see DuPont Stay Memo at 2, 4. However, DuPont does
not actually argue that the ARWI action is a “first-filed” suit that could justify a stay in this case.
See DuPont Stay Memo at 6 (comparing this action to DuPont’s Virginia action against the
USW). Nor could DuPont argue that the ARWI action constituted a “first-filed” suit as to Local
4-5025. The ARWI action does not name Local 4-5025 or the USW as a party. See ARWI First
Amended Complaint, Exh. 2 to Aff. in Support of DuPont’s Motion to Stay. Even if DuPont had
subsequently added Local 4-5025 or the USW to the ARWI action – which it has not done and
would have no right to do – it would remain the case that that action was not filed against Local
4-5025, or even against the USW, until after Local 4-5025 had filed its action in this Court.
Consequently, as to Local 4-5025, the action in this Court is the first-filed action. See
Abovepeer, supra; Fleet Capital, supra note 5.
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only days apart. Raytheon Co. v. Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 306 F. Supp. 2d 346,
354 (S.D.N.Y. 2004); JewelAmerica v. Frontstep Solutions Group, Inc., No. 02 Civ. 1328, 2002
WL 1349754, at *1 n. 1 (S.D.N.Y. June 20, 2002); Mackey v. Durham, No. 00 Civ. 4721, 2000
WL 1191105, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 22, 2000); Hanson PLC v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 932
F. Supp. 104, 107 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).
B. Furthermore, even if DuPont’s Virginia action were truly “first filed” in any
meaningful sense, this case presents a well-established exception to the first-filed rule. “The
Declaratory Judgment Act was not designed to countenance . . . procedural manipulation of
forums and actions,” and such “misuse of the Declaratory Judgment Act to gain a procedural
advantage and preempt the forum choice of the plaintiff in the coercive action militates in favor
of dismissing the declaratory judgment action.” Fed. Ins. Co. v. May Dep’t Stores Co., 808 F.
Supp. 347, 350 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (quoting Great Am. Ins. Co. v. Houston Gen. Ins. Co., 735 F.
Supp. 581, 586 (S.D.N.Y. 1990)). Consequently, when a “suit for declaratory judgment was
filed in apparent anticipation” of an impending lawsuit by the natural plaintiff, it is appropriate to
“allow the later filed action to proceed to judgment in the plaintiffs’ chosen forum.” Factors
Etc., Inc. v. Pro Arts, Inc., 579 F.2d 215, 219 (2d Cir. 1978), overruled on other grounds, Pirone
v. MacMillan, Inc., 894 F.2d 579 (2d Cir. 1990).
To decline jurisdiction in these circumstances is not only “appropriate,” id.; it is the
presumptively proper course. As the Seventh Circuit has put it, “a suit for declaratory judgment
aimed solely at wresting the choice of forum from the ‘natural’ plaintiff will normally be
dismissed.” Allendale Mut. Ins. Co. v. Bull Data Sys., Inc., 10 F.3d 425, 431 (7th Cir. 1993).
See also UAW v. Dana Corp., No. 99-7603, 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22525, at *18 (N.D. Ohio
Dec. 6, 1999) (there is “a presumption that a first filed declaratory judgment action should be
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dismissed or stayed in favor of the substantive suit”); Cas. Indem. Exch. v. High Croft Enters.,
714 F. Supp. 1190, 1193 (S.D. Fla. 1989) (“The declaratory remedy is not a tactical device
whereby a party who would be a defendant in a coercive action may choose to be a plaintiff if he
can beat the other party to the courthouse.”); 12 Moore’s Federal Practice § 57.42[3] (3d ed.
2006) (where a declaratory judgment action “was brought in anticipation of the coercive suit for
the purpose of gaining the home court advantage, the coercive suit is usually given
precedence”).8 Accord, e.g., NGS Am., Inc. v. Jefferson, 218 F.3d 519 (6th Cir. 2000);
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. v. Supreme Int’l Corp., 167 F.3d 417 (8th Cir. 1999); EEOC v. Univ. of
Pa., 850 F.2d 969 (3d Cir. 1988), aff’d on other grounds, 493 U.S. 182 (1990); Ven-Fuel, Inc. v.
Dep’t of the Treasury, 673 F.2d 1194 (11th Cir. 1982); Lateena Girls, LLC v. Latina Media
Ventures, LLC, No. SA-06-CA-217-RF, 2006 WL 2547884, at *4 (W.D. Tex. Aug. 9, 2006);
Remington Arms Co. v. Alliant Techsys., Inc., No. 03-1051, 2004 WL 444574 (M.D.N.C. Feb.
25, 2004); Touchstone Research Lab., Ltd. v. Anchor Equip. Sales, Inc., 294 F. Supp. 2d 823
(N.D. W. Va. 2003); Nutrition & Fitness, Inc. v. Blue Stuff, Inc., 264 F. Supp. 2d 357 (W.D.N.C.
2003); First Nationwide Mortgage Corp. v. FISI Madison, LLC, 219 F. Supp. 2d 669, 673 (D.
Md. 2002).
The Second Circuit’s decision in Factors is instructive on this point. Two days after Elvis
Presley’s death, Factors was granted an exclusive license to market Presley’s name and likeness.
Three days after Presley’s death, Pro Arts began publishing and marketing a poster featuring a
photograph of Presley and the words “In Memory.” Factors wrote to Pro Arts warning Pro Arts
that it would bring suit if Pro Arts did not stop selling the poster. Instead of ceasing sales of the
poster, within a month of receiving the letter from Factors, Pro Arts filed a declaratory judgment
8

The treatise notes that this is particularly true “[w]hen the case has limited connection to the
declaratory relief forum.” Id.
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suit against Factors in Ohio, seeking a declaration of non-infringement. Five days later, Factors
filed an affirmative suit in the Southern District of New York. Pro Arts moved to dismiss, stay,
or transfer the New York action in favor of the first-filed Ohio action. The district court denied
Pro Arts’ motion, and the Second Circuit affirmed on the ground that the first-filed action was an
improper anticipatory action. Noting that the right to pursue a declaratory judgment action “is
not a prize to the winner of a race to the courthouses,” Factors, 579 F.2d at 219 (citing Perez v.
Ledesma, 401 U.S. 82, 119 n.12 (1971) (Brennan, J., dissenting)), the Court stated:
Pro Arts’ suit for declaratory judgment was filed in apparent anticipation of Factors’ New
York suit. When the declaratory judgment action has been triggered by a notice letter,
this equitable consideration may be a factor in the decision to allow the later filed action
to proceed to judgment in the plaintiffs’ chosen forum.

Id.
Other courts in the Second Circuit have followed the reasoning of Factors. See, e.g., CGI
Solutions, LLC v. Sailtime Licensing Group, LLC, No. 05 CIV 4120, 2005 WL 3097533, at *6
(S.D.N.Y. Nov. 17, 2005) (dismissing anticipatory declaratory judgment action filed three weeks
after receipt of demand letter on grounds that allowing the action to proceed “would contravene
the purposes of the Declaratory Judgment Act and would encourage forum-shopping”); Hanson,
932 F. Supp. 104 (dismissing first-filed declaratory judgment suit filed three days after receipt of
cease-and-desist letter and one business day before second suit was filed); Fed. Ins. Co., 808 F.
Supp. at 351 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (dismissing declaratory judgment action triggered by notice letter
and noting that “[b]y bringing an anticipatory declaratory judgment action, [the declaratory
judgment plaintiff] deprived [the defendant] of its choice of forum”); Great Am. Ins. Co, 735 F.
Supp. at 586 (dismissing anticipatory declaratory judgment suit triggered by notice letter, as a
“classic example of a race to the courthouse”).
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Perhaps the closest analogues to this case are UAW v. Dana Corp., supra, and Crown
Cork & Seal Co. v. United Steelworkers of America, No. 03-1381, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 760
(W.D. Pa. Jan. 9, 2004), both of which involved attempts by an employer to use a declaratory
judgment action to pretermit anticipated suits by aggrieved employees or their union. In Dana
Corp., as here, an employer brought an action seeking a declaration that a union was not entitled
to enforce rights it was claiming under the arbitration provisions of a collective bargaining
agreement. Reasoning that the union was the “true plaintiff” in the controversy, 1999 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS at **12-13, the court declined to permit the employer “to preempt the choice of forum
that otherwise would be for the union to make,” id. at *15. The court required the employer to
show cause why “further maintenance of [its] suit . . . should not be enjoined,” id. at *17, and in
a subsequent decision, the court enjoined the employer’s suit, “remain[ing] firmly of the view
that the union is the true plaintiff, and, as such, is entitled to choose its forum, and not to have
that choice made for it by its adversary.” UAW v. Dana Corp., No. 99-7603, 2000 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 12041, at *5 (N.D. Ohio Mar. 22, 2000).
Crown Cork & Seal, like this case, involved an employer’s effort to obtain judicial
approval of its decision to reduce employee benefits. The court held that “the proper plaintiffs in
an action to determine whether the retirees’ retirement benefits can be unilaterally changed . . .
are the retirees and their Union. Further, that as the proper plaintiffs, the retirees and their Union
should be permitted to select the forum of their choice so long as the selected forum has some
nexus to the lawsuit.” 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 760 at *9. The court therefore dismissed the
employer’s declaratory judgment action. Id. at **9-11.
The same result is called for in this case. It is plain that Local 4-5025 is the natural
plaintiff in this dispute, as was the union in Crown Cork & Seal, and that DuPont raced to the
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Virginia court in order to deprive Local 4-5025, and the other USW Local Unions, of their right
to select the forum(s) for litigation of their claims. Indeed, DuPont does not deny that it filed this
defensive suit in anticipation that the unions were about to file coercive actions to compel
arbitration of their grievances. See DuPont Stay Memo at 4. That is not to be permitted,
whatever DuPont’s reasons may be for preferring Virginia as its forum. See NGS Am., supra,
218 F.3d at 523 (dismissing anticipatory declaratory judgment action “[w]ithout pretending to
divine the motives of [the declaratory judgment plaintiff] in bringing this action where it did”).
DuPont argues that its attempt to force all litigation over its benefit cuts into the Eastern
District of Virginia should not be characterized as forum shopping, because ARWI is located in
the Eastern District of Virginia and DuPont, having sued ARWI there, wished to “have the
underlying dispute resolved in one forum.” DuPont Stay Memo at 7-8. But, whether DuPont
chose the Virginia forum in order to seek a “more favorable forum,” First Nationwide Mortgage
Corp., 219 F. Supp. 2d at 673, or simply a more favorable “procedural posture,” id., there can be
no gainsaying that DuPont has engaged in forum shopping for the express purpose of preventing
the Local Unions from being able to litigate their claims against DuPont in the forums of their
choice. Indeed, DuPont asserts that its actions have been motivated by a desire not to “waste
[its] resources” by allowing litigation to proceed in the forums the Local Unions – who are the
natural plaintiffs – have selected. DuPont Stay Motion at 7. Although DuPont suggests that it
also is seeking to preserve the Local Unions’ resources, id., that suggestion is Kafkaesque. Local
4-5025 has no desire to conserve its resources by having the fate of its grievance determined in
litigation in Virginia to which it is not even a party. Any “resource conservation” that might be
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achieved by allowing DuPont’s forum-shopping gambit to succeed would benefit only DuPont,
to the detriment of Local 4-5025.9
Furthermore, although DuPont purports to be vindicating an interest in “uniform[ity],”
DuPont Stay Memo at 8, DuPont overlooks the fact that the respective CBAs and grievances
simply are not uniform. DuPont itself has declared that the issues raised by the grievances
concerning the benefit reductions “are local.” See supra at 4. What is more, in its complaint in
the Virginia action against the USW and in its brief in that case, DuPont pointed to facts unique
to individual Local Unions (specifically, DuPont emphasized that one Local Union’s CBA
mentions certain benefit programs while another Local Union’s CBA mentions different
programs), and DuPont asserted that those differences affect the arbitrability of the respective
grievances. See Complaint in DuPont v. USW, Exh. 1 to Aff. in Support of DuPont Motion to
Stay, ¶¶ 61, 62; Plaintiff’s Opposition to Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss in DuPont v. USW, at
22 (Exh. D to this memorandum).
DuPont thus recognizes “uniformity” as an interest to be pursued only where it suits
DuPont’s own purposes. Had DuPont in fact been confronted with a situation in which it would
be necessary and proper that all litigation concerning the benefits reductions should be conducted
in the Eastern District of Virginia, DuPont would not have needed to file a preemptive strike
against the USW in order to attempt to force that result; DuPont could simply have moved to
transfer all litigation concerning the benefit reductions to the Virginia court. Apparently
recognizing that it would lack a basis for seeking such a transfer, DuPont has taken matters into
its own hands by attempting to force all litigation into the Eastern District of Virginia through the
9

Also Kafkaesque is DuPont’s assertion that Local 4-5025 and the other USW Local Unions
were “forum-shopping” when they filed suits in the districts in which they and their members are
located, in order to compel arbitration of the grievances they filed in those districts, under CBAs
they entered into in those districts. See DuPont Stay Memo at 8.
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filing of a complaint that seeks to determine the arbitrability and the merits of the New York,
New Jersey and Delaware grievances even though Local 4-5025 and the other Local Unions that
filed those grievances do not conduct any business in Virginia and have filed litigation to enforce
their rights in the districts where they do conduct business.10
For these reasons, this is a clear case in which to apply the principle that a natural
defendant will not be permitted to wrest the choice of forum from the natural plaintiff by filing a
“preemptive strike” declaratory judgment action.
C. Finally, this suit should not be stayed in favor of the Virginia suit because the balance
of convenience clearly favors a New York forum over a Virginia forum. The Second Circuit has
long recognized that a “balance of convenience in favor of the second [filed suit]” is a reason to
depart from the first-filed rule. CitiGroup Inc. v. City Holding Co., 97 F. Supp. 2d 549, 555
(S.D.N.Y. 2000) (citing First City Nat’l Bank & Trust Co. v. Simmons, 878 F.2d 76, 79 (2d Cir.
1989)). Weighing the balance of convenience requires consideration of the same factors that
10

DuPont’s reliance on Rexam, Inc. v. United Steelworkers of America, No. 03-2998, 2003 WL
22477858 (D. Minn. Oct. 30, 2003), see DuPont Stay Memo at 8, is misplaced. In that case, the
court found that the affected USW retirees whose benefits were at issue had as much of a
connection to the forum in which the company had filed its declaratory judgment action (where
one of the USW-represented facilities was located) as to any other forum. See 2003 WL
22477858 at *3. Nor was there any contention in Rexam that the company’s choice of forum
had operated to exclude from the litigation local unions whose rights were at issue and whose
CBAs and grievances varied from each other. Finally, and perhaps most important, in Rexam
the company did not file a declaratory judgment action until six months had elapsed from its last
communication with the USW, and the court concluded in those circumstances that the company
had not been aware that the union was about to file suit. See id. at *5. Here, in contrast, the
unions gave DuPont unequivocal notice of their intention to file suit, and DuPont then promptly
raced into court.
DuPont also argues that its role as an ERISA fiduciary justifies its pursuit of a uniform resolution
of the various grievances. See DuPont Stay Memo at 8-9. However, DuPont does not have
standing to pursue its purported ERISA claims, for the reasons stated in Defendant’s Brief in
Support of Motion to Dismiss at 13-16; Defendant’s Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss at
14-16 (Exhs. B and C attached to this Opposition). This suit is not about ERISA or fiduciary
duties; it is about resolving through arbitration a grievance alleging a breach of a CBA.
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apply to the decision of whether transfer is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a), namely (1)
the convenience of witnesses, (2) the location of relevant documents, (3) the convenience of the
parties, (4) the locus of operative facts, (5) the availability of process to compel the attendance of
unwilling witnesses, (6) the relative means of the parties, (7) a forum’s familiarity with the
governing law, (8) the weight accorded a plaintiff’s choice of forum, and (9) trial efficiency and
the interests of justice, based on the totality of the circumstances. Id. at 561.
Here, the convenience of witnesses and parties, the location of relevant documents, the
locus of operative facts, the plaintiff’s choice of forum, and the interests of justice all point in
favor of a New York forum. Local 4-5025 and DuPont both do business in New York, but Local
4-5025 does not do business in Virginia. Local 4-5025’s officers, the Niagara Falls plant
employees represented by Local 4-5025, and DuPont’s Niagara Falls management employees are
all located in New York, not Virginia. The CBA at issue in this case was entered into in New
York, not Virginia; Local 4-5025’s grievance was filed in New York, not Virginia; and any
documentary evidence related to the CBA and the grievance will be located in New York, not
Virginia. The plaintiff, Local 4-5025 chose a New York forum, and is not even subject to
service of process in Virginia. The interests of justice clearly weigh in favor of allowing Local
4-5025’s action to proceed in this forum.
As noted, DuPont has sought to justify its choice of a Virginia forum by portraying its
Virginia action against the USW as connected to the ARWI action. However, ARWI is
independent of the USW, of Local 4-5025, and of the Delaware and New York USW Local
Unions. DuPont has no right to force the USW – much less Local 4-5025 – to litigate in Virginia
merely because DuPont has sued some other union here.
*
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In sum, DuPont’s motion for a stay is a non-starter because Local 4-5025 is not a party to
DuPont’s Virginia action. See supra at 6-9. And even if that dispositive point could be put
aside, a stay is unwarranted because DuPont filed its action only two days before Local 4-5025
filed this suit; DuPont’s action is an improper preemptive strike that should not be permitted to
deprive the natural plaintiff, Local 4-5025, of the right to choose the forum; and the balance of
convenience favors litigating this matter in New York, not Virginia.
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, DuPont’s Motion to Stay All Proceedings should be denied.
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